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THE TRANSMISSION OF POWER BY GEARING. 

BY MR. A. S ASHALL. 

The rapid advances which have been made in late years 
in the application of gearing cannot but fail to be of 
interest to engineers generally. 

I 
With the wide adoption of the electric motor for the 

.dr iving of machinery of' all descriptions, there has been 
created a demand for improved methods of r educing the 
high speeds common to motors, and which are necessary 
if the maximum efficiency is to be obtained, to the more 
moderate speeds gener ally required. 

The great development of the steam turbine, with 
similar characteristics as far as speed and efficiency are 
concerned, has also contributed largely to increased 
attention being paid to the design and manufacture of 
gearing. 

If it were not for the success with which these investi
gations have been met, it is doubtful whether the turbine 
would have met with as lar ge an application to the pro
pelling of high speed passenger vessels, and certainly n ot 
to the pr opulsion of cargo vessels as it now enjoys. 

As illustl'ating the advantages gained by the adoption 
of reduction gearing for turbines, it may be stated that 
in the case of the Cunard vessels Mauretania a:Q.d Lusi
tania it would have been possible to reduce the shaft 
horse-power from 70,000 to 57,000 owing solely to the 
increa ed efficiency of slower propellor. This is only one 
portion of the saving which could have 'been effected, 
the other being the reduction in the boiler installation 
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.owing to the improved steam consumption of the higher 
peed tmbines which might have been fitted. This 

r eduction would be approximately from 60,000 h.p. to 
45,000 h.p., and the improved overall efficien~y of the 
.complete installation · would ha~e ·res~ted in· a r eduction 
.of about 35 p er cent. in th~ coal consumption. The im
portance of the position oceupied by r~duction gearing 
in marine work will be ·well ~ppreciated by a study of 
these figures. 

For transmitting the large powers at high pinion speeds 
which occur in turbine work, the only form of gearing 
which up to the present has proved successful, has been 
the double helical, but -before dealing with this type it 
will be interesting to study some of the considerations 
which enter into the design, and operation of ordinary 
str aight gearing. 

The question as to whether the involute or cycloidal 
form of tooth presented the greatest advantages was the 
subject of considerable argument in the earlier days when 
wheels with cast-. teeth were almost universally used. 
The principal objection to the involute form was the 
f act that its use involved greater pressures on the bear
ings of the mating wheels. On the other hand, the 
eycloidal shape with its double curve was more difficult 
to :inanufacture t o even the slight degr ee of accuracy 
considered n ecessary in those days, and it wa essential 
that the pitch lines of mating wheels should ~xactly 
coincide if satisfaction was to be obtained. With the 
involute form this lat t er condition is not essential, and 
it was soon r ealised that the increased bearing pressure 
was r eally of small value and importaJ?ce, and had little 
,€1Iect on the efficiency of the set of gearing. 

As a r e uIt the involute form.is used in the majority 
of cases nowadays, the cycloidal form being practically 
.only used in cast wheels. 
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_ Most pr obably 95 per cent. of the spur gearing cut in 
this country is machined to the Brown &'8harpe standards. 
by means of a formed milling cutter. 

Som~ 50 years ago this" firm adopted certain propor tions. 
for the involute gears manufactured by them, and stand
ardized a' compete 'range' ·of milling cutters for their pro
duction. As gearing can be cut oil. ordinary milling
machines provided with a dividing mechanism, and 
which machine can also be used for Ii mUltitude of other 
purposes, it can be r eadily understood that the Brown & 
Sharpe standard form of involute tooth hAs been largely 
adopted. The pressure angle chosen wa"s 141;2 deg.,. the 
length of the t eeth above the pitcn line or the addendum 
being .3183 of the pitch, and the length below or deden
dum .3683 of the pitch,. with a total length of tooth of 
.6866 of the pitch. 

In order, however, to make all gears interchan geable
between the limits of a twelve-tooth pinion and a straight 
side~ rack, it was necessary to modify the involute curve 
to avoid the interfere.nce which occurred between the 
points of the rack and the flank of a twelve-tooth pillion 
with this pressure angle a:q.d dimensions of teeth. This. 
modification also extended to a reduction of the under
cutting occurring in a pinion with a small number of 
t eeth. 

Cons~deration of these defects of the involute t eeth of 
14Ih deg. pressure angle led to the adoption of ,greater
angles and shorter teeth, and to an increasing extent the 

- . 
pressure angle of 20 deg. is being adopted, while some 
r ecognised experts recommended even the gr eafer angle· 
of .221;2 deg. 

The shor ter teeth ar e generally known as stub teeth,. 
the proportions generally chosen being addendum .25-
pitch, dedeIidum .3 to .32 pit ch. 
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As increasing accuracy of workmanship w~s demanded 
gear-cutting machines which generated the involute 
curve as the teeth were cut were produced, and their 
use led t o a more general adoption of the larger pres ure 
angle, since the curves produced were true and unmodi
fied involutes. With a 20 deg. pressure angle a. 14-tooth 
pinion will gear with a straight sided rack witho'ut inter
ference. Merely 8hortening the teeth will n o·t avoid this. 
If a 12-tooth pinion is desired as a minimum, an angle 
of 22% deg. mu~t be adopted. 

Tll ~ leading advocates of the stub tooth system have 
been the F ellowes Gear ShapeI' Co. in America, and Mr. 
Joseph Adamson in England, and in this connection I 

would refer members to the excellent paper read before 
the Institute of Mechanical Engineers in May, 1916, by 
Mr . Daniel Adamson. To such an exte:p.t has the stub 
tooth system progressed ~ America that it is stated that 
at a r ecent American Motor Car Show nearly 85 per cent .. 
of the cars shown were provided with gears of these 

'--'" 

proportions. In addition to the fact that stronger teeth 
are obtained, making it possible to use a great er number 
of t eeth in a given wheel, increasing their durability and 
moothness of working, a careful study of the relative 

mo ement of the teeth in cont act shows that there is' an 
increase of rolling contact between teeth and a reduction 
in the sliding action which must always take place be
twe n gear teeth in mesh. 

The following diagrams taken from a publication by 
the Fellowes Gear ShapeI' Co., and which were also given 
in a previous paper by the author , read before the Elec
trical Association, satisfactorily demonstrate the im
provem nt in action and the redu ction of sliding motion, 
and therefore wear, consequent on the adoption of 
the greater angle. 
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Showinj comparison of Actual 
with MilXimum Arc of Action 
J4i· System . 
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Figures 1 and 2 show comparisops of the tooth form 
of a set of gears of the standard and stub tooth form 
respectiv{lly, the driver having 25 and the driven 26 
't eeth: If, in the diagrams, the gear are supposed to 
rotate in the direction of the arrows their point of con
tact a.Iways lies somewhere along what is known as the 
" line of pressure," this being indicated by the line A.D. 
ll;t both diagrams. Since this line of pressure is drawn at 
r ight angles to the tangent of the pressure angle of the 
teeth, it will be seen that the pressure angle determines 
the length of the "line of pressure," and this is apparent 
from the diagrams. 

The point of contact ,begins on the line of pressure at 
the intersection of the outside diameter of the driven 
wheel with the line of action, and enos at the point where 
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the line of pressure interSEl.tlts the outside diameter of 
the driving wheel. It is obvious from the dIagrams 1 
and 2 that the actual arc of action in the normal Brown 
and Sharpe tooth is considerrubly greater than with the 
&tub tooth with its 20 deg. angle of obliquity. It will be 
interesting to see th effect of the ·r eduction in this arc 
of action. 

± 

Fig" E . 

" 

8howil1f c~ of 
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8M . Toolb ¥l"lIm. 

Figure 3 show an involute curve of 14Y2 deg. angle of 
obliquity oteach of the gears, and.Fi~ure 4 siinilar curves 
for a' 20 deg. angle, the ' curves b eing drawn of a length 
equal to the maximum arc of. contact, and to the same 
cale as Figures 1 and 2. The alternate shaded divisions 

of the curves show the portion of each tooth that is in 
contact with its mate during an equal angular movement 
of the gears. 
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. Figures 5 and 6 show the same involute curve's developed 
into st raigh t lines, the points 'corresponding to the divi
sions of figures, 3 and 4 being connected by straight lines. 
I t will be noted that, although the divisions of the base 
c.ircles are equal, those of the involute decrease as . the 
base circle is approached, showing that wear is concen
trated at the point . 

. ( When, moreover, it is considered that contact t akes 
place 'between the point of one tooth and the 'flank of its 
.!pat e, it will ·be r eadily seen that the conditions are not 
i,deal. By a comparison of Figures 5 and 6 it will be seen 
that the portions in actual contact, denoted by the 
shaded lines, includes in the case of the 14lh deg. tooth 
cross lines that have considerable angularity, showing 
excessive sliding action, while the corresponding lines of 
20 deg. teeth are more nearly parallel, denoting that the 
action is more nearly a rolling one. Due to the reduction 
in the actual arc of contact with the 20 deg. angle and 
the removaf of the point of the tooth, which wears out 
the flank of its mate, the ' adoption of t he stub tooth 
reduces sliding friction and increases the efficiency of the 
gearing . . 

, At the same time the curves just r eferred to will be of 
mterest to those who have been under the impression 
that with involute curves in a set of gears the action is 
entirely a rolling one. 

- They &Iso serve to illustrate the fact that a set of gears 
which d oes not run well when first installed, due to the 
curves being improperly shaped, will never improve :in 
service, and that the involute curve j.n st raig,ht t~eth is 
gradually destr oyed by wear. 

, The diagrams, Figures 1 and 2, how the comparative 
proportions of the standard 14lh deg. tooth lmd the 20 
deg. stub tooth, and clearly illustrate the differences in 
form. 
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While con iderable improvement in wearing charac
teristics can be obtained 'by this departure from original 
practice, noise in operation can only be reduced by 
a-ccuracy of workmanship. 

Comparatively quiet running cannot be obtained from 
straight metal gears cut on an ordinar.y milling machine 
except at the most moderate pitch line speeds. Even· 
below 600 feet per minute th.e noise becomes noticeable, 
and at 1200 feet is most .objectionable. 

This noise is due to the Mavy pressures set up in the' 
t eeth due to their inaccuracy, and the author woul<l refer 
members to' the well-known investigation of this.- subject' 
by Lasehe, and detailed ill article In the Zeitung Des. Ver. ; 
in. of 1899. ' ' 

." '. .. ") 

. He therein shows that in a given pair of wheels trans- , 
~itting ' 75 h.p.,and with ~n ~rror in pitch of .02· in,' 
1V2in., or 1.3 per cent. ?f the ' pitch rUJllling .at 2460ft-;: 
per minute; .the loading on. the t eeth "vas , 28 times the,: 
nomal tooth pressure, He f,urther shows that excess . 
loads due ' to errors in pitch va;':y a s the square of the' 
pitch line velocity. 

The' extent of this increase of load is of course due to 
t he continual acceleration and de-acceleratio~ of the· 
wheels due to the uneven angular velocity caused by the. 
err ors in pitch. 

Mr . Daniel Adamson in his paper, previously r eferred 
t o, states that h e found the average error between ad
jacent t eeth in a cast wheel of l % in. pitch to be in the 
neighbourhood of .4 per cent. of the pitch in .an ordinary 
cast wheel, in a machine-cut wheel .2 per cent . of the' 
pitch, and in a generated wheel only .01 per cent.~ or 
half of the error in the wheel with the milled teeth. 
These figure refer to the average errOr only, the corres
ponding maximum error for cast teeth being 5 per cent., 



!()tdinary ' inachine-cut wheels 1 per c~nt., and . generated 
,wheels '.08 per cent. · These figures show that for 'high 
.speed work the milled tooth occupies a very inferior posi
,tion to the generated wheel, and cannot 'be e; pected to 
.I'un as quietly. 

The noisy operation of inaccurately-cut gearing can be 
< reduc~d by the use of r awhide, papeT, or linen pinions, 
but while these, because of their nature, do not emit as 
m.l;lCh noise, they do not r educe vibration to any great 
,extent, and have other limitations. 

The principal of· these in the ' rawhidel gear is ' that 
"ordinary hydro-carbon oil is most detrimental in its effect, 
and its use will be follow.ed by a rapid destruction of the 
pinion. Paper and linen pinions do not suffer from this 
d efect, 'but blanks of these . .tw.o mat~.rials seem to be 
generally unobtainable in this 'country. '.A solution of the 
-problem of obtarning sile~t operation would appear to 
be by introducing it ce:r::taib. amount of flexibility into the 
t eeth of the whee~s .in gear ~r in their bearings. This has 
been done with str iking results in the " Laminated" gear. 
!jihe Laminated gear is made up of a number oi thin 
saw steel plat es in which teeth are cut. The plates are 
.then ~ssembled with every alternate plate, half a tooth 
:pitch ;thead of its neighbour. In (}rdel' to give the neces
.Bary s~de clear ance between t eeth, t hin distance pieces of 
a softer metal are inserted between plat~s, the whole 
being mounted on a cast-iron ' spider with side clamping 
plates, and rivetted together. The slide exhibited shows 
an example of this type of gearing, and in several small 
drives of which the writetr has had experience the r esults 
nave been mO t satisfactory, the t eeth showing pr actieally 
no wear' after several yearn of almost continual service, 
together with silent operation: 

. In addit ion to the advantages gained by the flexibility 
of the teeth, the . silence is also a ttributable to the fact 
that there are a greater number of t eeth in contact than 
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. m an.ardinary gear wheel of ~qual pitch, and their action 
more '.ne.arly approaches that of heli~al wheels, but with 

·cont act surfaces at right angles to the plane of the wheels. 

on-staggered pinions ar e also made up to mate with 
or~inary spur gearing, and to t ake the place of rawhid~ 
pinions, and if the quietness of operation claimed by the 
makers is obtained in practice, the fact that flexibility of 
t eeth r educes noise by permitting a more equal distribu
tion of stresses may 'be consider~d proven. The fact that 
grease is retained in the space between the teeth no 
.doubt contributes to their silent operation. 

The formula most frequently used in the design of 
ordinary straight-out spur gearing is probably that due 
to Lewis, viz.:-

Pyx p x b xfl 

Where P pressure on t eeth in pounds. 
p = circular pitch in inches. 
b breadth of .~~ce. 

f safe stress in material. 
y = a constant dependent on number of teeth 

and form of same. 

This formula is derived from the simple one of a can
tilever of span h, breadth b, depth d, .loaded at the Qnd 
with a force P. If f is the stress produced a t the weakest 
point of the tooth then 

Ph = b d2 f 

6 

F or any given material, form of tooth and number of 
t eeth, the relationship 'between the depth or thickness of 
the tooth and its height or length to the pitch is a con
stant, and it was from a series of drawing of teeth of the 
involute, cycloidal and radial flank . systems that Lewis 
derived his constant y, t albles of which will ·be found in 
most pocket books. 




